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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the class of arcs
i, N k, , ^a 1a : x (t), p (t), b- , t <> t < t
i = 1,...,N k = 1,...,K a = l,...,r
where elements (t, x(t), p(t)) and b lie respectively in open
sets R in t x p space and B in b -pace. The teres x art
k a
called state variables while the terms p , b"~ are called control
variables and control parameters respectivelv . We require these arcs
to satisfy the constraints
(1-1) ^(t) = f^t.xCt), p(t)), i = 1.....N a.e. in [t°, t 1 ]
(1-2) At,x(t)) < _a=l,...,m [t^.t1 ]





(b) s = 0,1
rt 1(1-5) where I (a) = g (b) + / L (t,x(t), p(t))dt y = l,...,p
Y ~ Y t o ^Y
-
and are interested in minimizing the functional
Pt l(1-6) I (o) = gQ
(b) + J L (t,x(t), p(t))dt .
Let C be the class of arcs described ^c^e with x(t) absolutely con-
tinuous, p(t), f(t,x(t), p(t)) and i. (t,x(t), p(t)) YJ=0,l,...,p
integrable on [t , t ] . It is desired to minimize !«(&) on tne class C
Unless otherwise noted, the indices i , k, o, ot will have the respective
ranges i = 1, . .
.
,N , k = 1, . . . ,K , o = 1, . . . , r and a = 1, . . . ,m .
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In [1] and [2] the author establishes first order necessary con-
ditions for this problem. By essentially strengthening those conditions,
aid extending a technique devised originally by Hestenes and used by
Pennisi in [3], a set of sufficient conditions for a proper strong rela-
tive minimum is obtained without the use of field theory and an invar-
iant integral.
2. ASSUMPTIONS
Using the problem defined above, the functions will be assumed to
ot
possess the following continuity properties; the functions i|>"~ will be
3 i is
of class C while the functions f >X , g , L , L , and g will be
2
— —
of class C . Also, an arc will be called admissible if it is in the
class C .




These functions act as derivatives of ijr- along admissible arcs. Also
define the set R- of points (t x p) in R satisfying
(2-1) rjr-^0
(2-2) $-
_> for all _o_ with v~ =0 or j2 <0 for all £ with i/r =
We shall be concerned with a particular admissible arc 0.*
3 : XJ(0 » PqCO , bj" , t < t < t
and shall make some assumptions about the arc a. . In order to state
these ve first make the following definitions :
] Fcr a function M(t,x,p,b) the notations M . , M , , M , M will denotei «c , o* t
x p b^~
first partial derivatives with respect to the indicated variable. Also
repeated indices will be summed.
_ 9 _




the symbol F(t) denotes the set of indices
a such that i^(t,xQ (t)) = 0.
We will have need to talk of the quantities z, (t), u (t), ,i — a p
K— where z, (t) are of class C , u (t) are absolutely continuous
i -a
functions with continuous derivatives u (t) and K , X (p = l,...,p+N)
are constants.
For each t , the set A(t) is the set of a indices such that
i (t) 4 o .
The functions ty — and $ - are defined as
(3) *3 = #B/U + tftf ?JS s ra/(1 + (A 2 ««
Our assumptions concerning a.* are as follows:
i) Pn^ -*-s continuous in [t , t ]
ii) For each t the set T(t)-A(t) contains at most one index
iii) The matrix / <i>- \ has rank m along a
\V /
iv) There exist the quantities z.(t), jj (t), K— , X
(p = l,...,p + N) as referred to above, satisfying
(4-1)
X • with X = if I (O < 1 < y < P* »
K? > , X =K-V.(t°)
p~ri — ir x
u^t1 ) =0 if jrit1) <
y (t°)< KS with u (t°) = K- if At°) <
and also such that the functions u (t) are nonincreasing nonnegative
- 3 -
functions which are constant on intervals where ^(t) < . Notice
that this last statement means
(4-2) /* u (t)At)dt - 0.
Using the terms of (iv) define the functions
(5) Q(b) i gQ (b) + X yg y
(b) + X X
i0
(b) y = 1.....P
C6-1) H(t,x,p,z(t),u(t)) = z,(t)f
1
- L - X L - u (t)<|>-
— l
— y Y — a ~
(6-2) G(t,x,p,z(t),u(t)) e -H(t,x,p,z(t)y_(t))-z. (t)x1
and the Weierstrass E function for G
,




Then the following statements are true:
va) The arc CL~ satisfies the transversality re Lation
(8) dQ+ [z,(tS)dXiS ] SI^ =
— i s-U
(where e.g. dQ means Q (bQ)db~) for arbitrary vectors db
vb) The relations
(9) z. = -H . x = H . H . =i i l k
x z p
hold along a- . Note that (9) implies that






henceforth unless otherwise stated, a function M(t,x,p,b) evaluated
along &q at ( t, XQ(t) ,pn(t) ,'dq) will be denoted by M(t) or if just a
function of b , it will be denoted by M(bn) or just M .
_ 4 _
vc) There is a positive constant b and a neighborhood D.. of
a relative to R^ such that
(11) E_(t,x,p,q,z(t),u(t)) + u(t)v~(t,x)
G — - a —
-
> b[E (p,q) + max(u (t)if;-(t,x), \u (t)<J>-(t,x,q) | )
l_, —u — — a —






(t)^-(t,x) >b |E (t,x,p,q)| y=l 9 . . . tV
a
when (t,x,p) is in D,
,
(t,x,q) is in R and cj>-(t,x,p) =0 if
u (t) 4 . The function E (p,q) is the E function for the function
— a L
(13) L(p) = (1 + ?Sk)H
which is the integrand of the length integral. Thus
(14) E









(P ,q) - L(q) - L(p)
vi) There is a neighborhood of a in tx space and a positive constant
p such that the Lipschitz condition
(16) !f(t,x,p) - f(t,z,q)) < p[|x - z\ 2 + |p - q\ 2 ]H
holds for all points (t,x,p) and (t,z,q) in that neighborhood.
( shall often omit the argument t wh n referring to the functions
y (O and jj Ct) of ('»)• However «:e shall always understand the terms
u"~ and ua to refer to those functions.
-5-
We note that the majority of these assumptions about a^ are either
Just the nocessary conditions for a solution to our problem or the
assumptions used in proving these necessary conditions as shown in
[1] and [2].
In particular, the only assumptions listed which do not come
under those headings are:
a) the existence of jj (t) on S- sets, and
b) the assumptions ii) , vc) and vi)
.
3. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT A2H3 DEFINITION OF AN ADMISSIBLE VARIATION
We next define what we shall mean by an admissible variation of the
arc a .
A set of functions





(t) , 6b- , t° < t £ t1
vi;.h jSx(t) absolutely continuous and _6p(t)
,
_6x(t) square integrable
on [t , t ] will be called a variation of the arc GL. and for any
function M(t,x,p,b) which possesses first partial derivatives along
a. wp call
(18) £M(t) - M (t)6x
1
(t) + M (t)5pk (t) + M (t)6bg
x p b-
the variation of M along a due to the variation 6a. •
*A note soon to appear will modify the results of [2] to include the
la^t stated property in (4-1) as a necessary condition.
- 6 -
Next define the funticnals of any arc d
J (a) - T (a)
, y = 0,1,-.. t
P
/>) -W> - x" ft ,
^ i = i n>
V^ = Xl0(b) - ^^^
and the variations of these functionais due to the variation SOL as
J'(aA ,6a) = 6g (b_)+ / cL (t)dt y = 0,1, ...,p






(bn )p+l u - - — u
i - 1,...,N
p+l - -





< y - Yk
Then, we know by (4) that
(22) A =
With these definitions in mind, we call a variation admissible if the
following are true:
(23-1) ^xX (t) = 6f :L (t) a.e. on [t°, t
1
]
(23-2) §i>~(t) i0 on S~
(23-3) ^'(L 1 ) =0 if u (t1 ) i
- 7 -
(23-M P (t)6^-(t) = a.e. on [t , t ] (a not summed)
(23 Sf(t°) =0 if V
a
(t°) 4 K-
(23-6) j»(a ,6a) =0 if _X 4 l<Y<p'
(23-7) J' (aQ
,5a) £ = if } - Y ^ Yk 1 <. Y <. P*
(23-8) j"(a_,6a) =0 P ' <p< P + 2N
p - - —
For each such admissible variation the second variation
s=l
i






















t° X x x p p p
i, j = 1, . .
.
,N a, t = 1, . .
.
, r a = 1, . . . ,m h,k = 1 K,
,-u Q ,G are the functions of (5) and (6~?) respectively, and !
are the constants referred to in assumption iv) ) is well defined.
The Theorem to be proven in this paper is :
n.oorem 3.1 . Let d. be an admissible arc which satisfies assum] Lons
i) through vi) and suppose that J 9 (an ,5a) > for every non-null admis-
sibJe variation. Then there is a neiehborhood F of a
n
in t x b space
such that the inequality I
n (
(1 ) > ^n^n) holds for every admissible arc
a in F which is different from a .
It is noted that [1] proves as a second order necessary condition th< : t
.T.(ii ,0ii)
_>_ for all such admissible variations Sd aj described
- 8 -
above . Thus the hypotheses of the theorem is only a strengthened
necessary condition.
Henceforth unless otherwise stated, our arc a~ will be assumed
to satisfy the conditions i) through vi) and we shall not explicitly
state this each time we refer to CL .
4. CONVERGENT SEQUENCES OF ADMISSIBLE ARCS
(2)
We proceed in a manner similar to [3]. Consider a sequence {<£, )
of admissible arcs which converges uniformly to a. in t x b space.
Using the function L(p) defined in (13) we first define a quantity
which will act as part of the square of a norm in arc space. Let
(25) K(a,an ) 5 /
C [L(p(t) - p (t)) - l]dt
- ° t
°
where P>Pn are the respective controls along &>&« • Our first major
result is
Theorem 4.1 . If {<\) is a sequence of admissible arcs which converges
uniformly to a
n
in t x b space and also satisfies lim sup I
n (\) £, LC^)
then lim K(o, ,a_) = and there is a subsequence [a } of (\^ such
Jc-x» r
that p, (t) converges to P n (t) [a* unif.] on [t ,t ] .
r
&
Actually in [1] the condition (23-5) is replaced by S\p-(t ) = if
P (t ) 4 0. However a note to appear soon will extend that proof to the
condition which we use.
Subscripts attached to the symbols x,p,b will denote association with
an arc with that subscript. Thus Pk (0 is tne value of control along
an arc CL .
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The proof of this theorem will be based on a number of lefinitionr,
and lemmas which we proceed to list. The first of these is:
Lemma A .
1
. There exist functions P (t,x) k 1,...,K which are
2
of class C with respect to x and C on t and satisfy
4>-ft,x,P(t,x)) -^(t) =0 a. = l,...,m t < t < t
,
|x-x (t)| < £
i< k
for uome positive constant £ . In addition, P (t,x_(t)) = ? (t) on
[t. ,t: ] .
Proof ; The proof of this follows from the continuity properties of
& ct
4.-
, the definitions of <j>~ and the use of Lemma 10.1 of [2],
Next with the functions P(t,x) of Lemma 4.1 we shall be able to
break up the functionals of our problem in a convenient manner.
As a first example of this, we consider the functional JT (<x) defined
by
s=l
(26-1) J (a) = zx (t £, )x'Lb (b) + g (b) +\ g (b) + / G(t,x, P )dt .
s=0 Y Y
Notice that by (1-5), (1-6), (6-1), and (6-2) we have (with arguments
,< Long a. ) , that





N( Kt , we write :
1) J_(a) = [z
1
(t
S )X1S (b )] + g (b.) + \ g (b )
1 O rt 00 - \YO.
s=0 J -
r 4 • t s= li, s.„is
z (t )X I
L K- -J .— ft
-0 b2 -' Vj
+ r:
k „k






















-b„g ]] + g (b) + X gT L ^ J s=Q -y Y
- g
o







b5 " - b'
where: i) all derivatives with respect to b are at b
n
; ii) the
arguments x,p,P,b are evaluated along a with P = P(t,x) and
iii) the functions E ,G are the function of (6-2), (7) where for
G
conciseness of notation we have deleted the arguments z(t),y(t) but
understand them to still be present. This convention in writing the
arguments of E , G will be used throughout this paper.




(a) e E*(a) + f io (t)j»a(t,x)dt
wht re E ^ is from (27-2), u (t) are the derivatives appearing in the




(a) = J* (a) + B*(a) + E*(a) .
2
Next, let V(t,x,p) be any function of class C . Then we make
the following definitions:
i) For an arc a. set
•t
1
V(a) = / V(t,x, P )dt
t°
- 11 -
(where the arguments are along a) and
i i ) v shall say that V is E dominated near a on R If there
is a positive constant c and a neighborhood R... of &. relative to
R„ such that
(30-1) E (t,x,p,q) +y (t)^-(t,x) > c | E (t , x,p,q) |(j - u - V
whenever t,x,p is in R., t,x,q is in R~ , and <})-(t,x,p) = if
u (t) 4 and where
(30-2) E
v






tfe shall further restrict the neighborhood R
1
and constant c if
necessary so that
(31) E (t,x,p,q) + u (t)v
qt
(t,x) ~> C E.(p-P(t,x), q - P(t,x))
l»
-a - — L
E is the function introduced in(14)) whenever t,x,p is
in R and t,x,q is in R and $-(t,x,p) =0 if y (t) 4 .




Given e' > then there is a neighborhood. r of
0.- in t: x b space such that
(32) -e' + (l-e')E
T
(a) < l (a)-I (a )
for each admissible arc a. in F .
ot
Proof : By the definition of the functions <J>— we see that alor.g
any admissible arc d
- 12 -
(33) / y £- dt = / — [u v-]dt - / y i^- dtJ




with arguments along ( ' a . Then by (26-2), (29), (28) and (33), we
have for a , an adralssable arc that
(34) l
Q
(a) = j* (a) +
_y a
(t°) At°,x(t )) + ET (a) + B*(a) -.^(a)




(where x(t ), x(t ) are along a).
(2)
Then with A_ denoting ' the change in a quantity evaluated from
a to a , so that e.g.
(35) AV*} " V a) "W
we have
(36) AI Q
(a) = AJ* (a) + y
a
(t°)Aij;-(t ,x(t )) + E^a) + B
T







where in (36) we have recognized, because of (4-2) together with the defi-
nition of E in (27-2) and the construction of the functions P of
*
Lemma 4.1, that E
T(0 = ° and also, by (27-3), that B (O = .
'We shall often omit arguments in this fashion whenever the context makes
clear what those arguments are.
2Hencoforth we shall use this notation frequently, thus as another example
Ax (t) will mean x (t) - x
Q





Now in (31) set p ' » P so that
(37) c[L(q-P(t,x))-l] = cEL (0,q-P(t,x))<EG (t,x,P(t,x),q) + jjo (t)l|£(t.30
which is true for t,x in some neighborhood F (in t x space) reduced
if necessary from the projection of R
1
of (31) and also for t,x,q in i: . .
Next with p(t) having the value associated with the arc a. , set q
equal to p(t) so that we get
(38)
| P (t)-P(t,x)| < L(p(t)-P(t,x)) £ c"X [l+E_(t,x,P(t,x),p(t))+{l (L)i!-(t,x)J
Ijr — 01
for t,x in the neighborhood F of (37), where in (38) we have increased
c to be greater than 1 if it was not already so.
*
Now consider the integral part of AJ (<z) , that is the terms
(39) /
fc [G(t,x,P(t,x))-G(t) + (p
k
- p
k (t,x))G , (t,x,P(t,x)) d
t° L p
J
where x,p are x(t),p(t) of a. . Since G satisfies (10), then we can
find a neighborhood F of a in t x space such that
(40) |G (t,x,P(t,x))| < e
t:,x in F . Then by 38) and 40) we have with F as the intersect!, n






k (t,x))G (t,x,P(t,x))dt| <_ec X [^-t + E
t° p L
Also with F small enough we will have
T <
a >
(42) G(t,x,P(t,x)-G(t)| < £
iov L,x in F .
Thus by (41) and (42) we have that for a an admissible arc in
F , then
(43) j
t 1 r k k.G(t,x,P(t,x))-G(t) + (p -P (t,x))G
R
(t,x,P(t,x)) dt < c 1t - t
tc'
1 [t 1 - t° + E
T (a)J .
- 14 -
Now except for the quantities _A AI and E (a) , all other terms on the
right hand side of (36) depend solely on t x b values and vanish on a_
so that by considering F as a neighborhood in t x b space and making
it small enough, we can make the sum of all of these quantities less th ...
e and then by (A3) and (37) achieve for an adnissible arc a in F
,
(AA) |AI_(a) + A A (a) - E_(a)| < eft^t^ 1] + cc" 1 [t 1-t° + E_(a)] .
— u ~- f— y i — — l
Inequality (AA) implies that
(A5) E
T
(a) - X AI (a) - elt
1







Now by the admissibility of a and the non-negativity of A (see (A)),
we see that
(A6) - X AI (a.) >_
then (A6) implies that for a admissible and in F
(A7)







Now select c such that
(A8) e[(l + c" 1 )(t 1 - t°) +!]<£' and ec"1 < e'
so that our lemma is proven.





(t,x (t),p (t)) = t° <_ t <_ t
1
- 15 -
and if V is E dominated near a on R with constant c, then for
h c ' ~> there is a neighborhood K of a. in t x space such that
V(a) - V(a
Q )\







(50) V (a) - [










where all arguments are along a and E is the function of (30-2)
.
Then
(5?) V(a) = v*(a) + E*(a)
and
(53) AV(a) = AV*(a) + E*(a)
Nov by reasoning entirely analagous to that used in obtaining (43),
then for any e > we can find a neighborhood K. in t x space about
a. such that for any admissible arc a in K. we have
(54) |AV*(a)| <e I^-t ] + cc'^t^t + E^a)] .
Then by the E domination of V near ji. , we have by reducing
K if necessary that
- 16 -
(55) |AV (a)|< |AV*(a)| + |E*(a)| <__e[t 1-t°] + _ec 1 [t1-t° + E^a)] + c \u)




Now select e such that
(56) e(l + c
1 )[t
1








Let V satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3. Then given
c < , there exists n > and a neighborhood L of CL in t x b
space such that if CL is admissible and in L and satisfies
(57) iQ
(a) £ 1q(cl ) +J2
then
(58) |v(a) - V(aQ )| <_e
Proof : Assume the contrary, that is that there is a sequence
{a. } of admissible arcs which converge to &
n
uniformly in t x b
space such that
(59) W "W - r_1 and ' V(ar ) " V(a ) l > L
By Lemma 4.2 given e' > , then if r is large enough so that a. is
in the neighborhood F of that lemma, then




) < l (a
r
) - l Q
(a ) < r
X
- 17
Also, by Lemma 4.3, for r large enough so that a is in the.




(61) v(a ) - V(0 < c' + (c + e')ET U ) < e' + (c + c')r u — — l x — — i — c
Since this holds for all large r and since £_' can be made arbitrarily
small, this gives a contradiction to the second part of (59) thus proving
the Lemma.
With the help of these last three Lemmas, we can prove Theorem A 1 as
follows:
Proof : The integral of K(a , a.) defined in (25) involves the
function L(t,x,p) = L(p-p.(t)) - 1 . This function is E dominated
near a.- on R
n







>o that L satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.4. Also, we note that
(63) L(t,x,p (t)^ = L(pQ (t)
- pQ
(t)) -1 =
i. n by Lemma 4.4 we have
(64) lim K(a. ,aQ )=
proving the first statement of Theorem 4.1.
Nov by Holder's Inequality
I
_ T
/ |Pr-P l dt I\ [L(p -pQ)-ir [L(Pr-P )+l] ' dt
-, 2
< K(a .O^ [L(p -p )+l]dt = K(a ,a. )[2(t 1-t°) + K(a ,a_)J
—
• r U '. n r r U i U
- 18
where p ,p mean p evaluated respectively on a , a_ • Then by (6't)
we see that p converges to p [mean] which by standard theorems
implies the existence of a subsequence {a \ satisfying the second
r
k
statement of Theorem 4.1 and proving the theorem.
5. DEFINITION OF THE FUNCTIONS n , a , £
Now suppose that there is a sequence {a. } of admissible arcs
converging to a_ uniformly in t x b space with l^(a ) <, ^(^n) "
Then by Theorem 4.1, we may replace this sequence by a subsequence
which we again call {d } such that with control p on a ,
r r r
(66) lim p = pQ [a. unif.] on [t ,t ]
r
Also, the quantities





/* 1 ja(t,x )dt , /* |£ i*(t,x ,p )|dt
all converge in bounded manner to zero as r-*° where: i) fy ~; <j>— are
the functions introduced in (3), ii) the subscript r , as usual denotes
values on the arc d , iii) for the convergence of the integrals in (67)
to zero we have used the fact that
henceforth unless otherwise specified, all references to arcs a. willt-
r






ft* -a. . ,
and / ;i <^-(t)dt -
t - QL
-
because of the properties of the functions u (t) .














+ max [Ax (t)
ttO.t1 ]
— ot — ot
where ip-
,
$~ are evaluated along a. , then by Theorem 4.1 and the
above statements, we have that
(70) lim k =
r












= Ab°- / k
— r - r r














I hdt = J
1
[L( P -p n )-l] / kjdt = K(a.O / k
'





, ,2 .J I3rl




and hence in particular that the integral in (73) is uniformly boun
with respect to r .
We next prove:
Lemma 5.1 The integrals of h (t) are absolutely continuous
uniformly with respect to r .
Proof: This follows because h (t) differs by 2 from the integrand
of K(a ,0 and lim K(a , a.) = .
Lemma 5.2 The integrals / a dt are absolutely continuous uni
M
r
formly with respect to r .
Proof : By Holder's Inequality and (73) we have that
(74)1/ a dt I
2
< / la I
2
/ h dff h dt < / h dt
1 J
_ r — ' ~r r r — r
M M M M
and by Lemma 5.1 this last integral is uniformly absolutely continuous
6. EXISTENCE OF THE VARIATION n Q
We next establish a number of results concerning the convergence of






Theorem 6.1 With 8 defined in (71-1) then there exists a
-r
vector 8„ and a subsequence of arcs {a } which we again call [j. \
—0 r. ° r
k





Proof : This follows from the definitions of k and £ and the
r -r
Bolzano i/eierstrass Theorem, applied to the original sequence (8 } •
Theorem 6.
2
There exists a function a„ in L„[t ,t ] and




{a } (defined in (71-1)) as the associated quantities, then for each
r
bounded integrable function g
t 1 t 1




and if s is a set on which p converges uniformly to p. and g is
square integrable then
(76) lira / gc^dt - / go^dt
r-*» s s
Proof : By the uniform boundedness of the integral in (73), there





in L.[t ,t ] such that for every square integrable function g and







Now let s be [t ,t ] if g is bounded and integrable while if
g is only square integrable, let s be a set on which p converges
uniformly to p_ . Then we can write
a a
(78) / gadt = {T /g =£- dt + / gO/lT - \f~2~) =2- dt
s(/h~ s r yir
- 22 -










2 (/iT- /T) dt
Since h (t) > 2 , we have
r —
(so) o • f
l
( Jh~ ~ \T~2)dt - /' ( 7h~ - y/F ) ( /h" + \Z7~)dt
/* (h
r
- 2)dt = /' [L(p
r
-p )-l]dt = K(a
r
,a ) > as r > °°
so that












rt 1 /— r—
lim / ( y/h - y/2 ) dt =
r-**> t
Now let g be a bounded integrable function and let s be
[t ,t ] in the statements, (78) and (79). Then by (79), (83) and





lim /g(/h~-/2~) -J==L- dt =
r-x» s •\
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so that by using (77), (78) and defining a = /2 a we have
a
(85) lim / g^dt = lim JT J g —- dt = \TT / gaQ dt = / g^ dt
r-**> s r-*° s wh s sT
r
proving the first statement of the Theorem.
In order to prove the second statement let g be in ^[t » c ]
and let s be a set on which p converges to p uniformly. Then
our statements (78) and (79) hold also in this case, and on s we have
lim (h - 2) = uniformly on s
so that (84) and (85) hold also in this case, proving the Theorem.
Now with {a } as the sequence of arcs yielded by the previous
two theorems and with n (t) defined in (71-1) as the associated
quantities, we next prove:
Theorem 6.
3
There exists a function n n (t) on [t , t ] with
1
derivative ^aC*1 ) i-n J- 5 [t ,t ] and a subsequence of arcs {& } which
k
we again call {a } such that n (t) converges to H«(t) uniformly on
[t ,t ] . Furthermore, if g is a bounded integrable function on
.0 1.
[t ,t ] , we have
(86)





while if g is in J^tt » t ] an<^ if s is a set on which p converges
to p uniformly, then
(87) lim / gn
r
dt = / gr^ dt
r-*=° s s
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where r\ Is the derivative of i\






























(90) K(t)| 2 > p"2 |n T.(t)| 2 - |a (t)| 2 .
Then by dividing (90) by h and integrating and then adding that




+ max |n |
2
+
~ /^J / hrdt < 1 + /« |nJ / h rdt-r
Q -
-r i
-r / ~ r /
[t ,t ] L
Also by the definitions of k and h we see that3
r r
(92) max |n |







\rxJ 2 /hdt <| [t 1 - t°]
and then by (91), the first integral there is uniformly bounded with
respect to r , that is
(94) / |n | " / h dt <_ r uniformly with respect to r
- 25 -
Then by using an argument similar to that used in the previous Theorem,
1
there exists a function n^t) on ^-olt ,t J such that the conclusions
of the present theorem which concern the function r\- are true.
In order now to prove the remaining item of our Theorem, set
(95) HqV) = X*° Z- + J 1 Hq 1 dt t^tit 1 1-1.....M
where X are the functions of (1-4), J3 is the vector of Theorem 6.1,
and X are evaluated on an .
By Holder's Inequality together with (94) we have for any measurable
set M
(96) [ / In Idt] < / In I / h dt*/ h dt / In I / h dt-/h dt < vf h dt .J
— r — J — r r r — J n !_r r J r —
_
J r
M M M t°"" M ~M
Then by the uniform absolute continuity of the integrals of h (Lemma 5.1)











dt t°< t < t
1
—r r - r iO-r — —
are absolutely continuous uniformly with respect to r
Also by (86) which we've already proven,
t t
1
(98) lim / n dt = fQ n Q
dt t <. t <_ t
r-*=° t t








U)/k = lim — 6- = X^ $£
— r
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Thus by (97) through (99), the definition (95) and the uniform
absolute continuity of n (t) we see that
(100) linn (t) - n Q (t) uniformly on [t ,t ]
thus proving the theorem.












and n as the vector functions
-r
(102) n : n (t) a (t) 3 t° «: t «: t
1
— r - r - r _ r — —
then r\ converges to nn in the sense that
3 converges to 3«






t < t < t
a (t) converges [a.unif.] to a^Ct)
7. ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF THE VARIATION n Q
Now, using the functions P(t,x) of Lemma 4.1, we recall that by our
k k k
convention P (t) = P (t,x-(t)) = p (t) the value of the control on a ,
k k k
For convenience, let us denote this as ^(O • Thus P^Ct) = Pn (O •




k (t,x (t)) k = 1,...,K t° £ t <_ t 1
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and also define the vector functions
P
r




_p (t) - p Ct,x Ct))n^(t) .
r x
Then we state the following results which are proven in an
analagous manner to Lemmas 8.1 through 8.4 of [3] except that deriva-
tives of state functions are replaced by controls.
Lemma 7
1






) =J>-(t,x ,P ) _a=l,...,m
(where <f^ are the functions introduced above (2))
(105-2) lim P
f
(t) = P (t) = p (t) uniformly on [t .t
1
]
(105-3) lim p (t) = P Q (t) uniformly on [t ,t ] .
If N (t) are continuous functions which converge uniformly to
k 1
N (t) on [t ,t ] and if g is square integrable then




- £ ^dt - / Nq (ajj - j>
k )dt
r-*°° s s
for every measurable set s in [t ,t ] and








for every measurable set s in [t ,t ] upon which p (t) converges
uniformly to p (t) . Furthermore if W(t,x,p) is any function of class
C' near a. , then




) - W(t.x ,P )] - W
±






uniformly on [t ,t^] .
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Finally with the functions $ - of (105-1) we have
(108) j'
t
n. + <{»-k p q
= a=l,...,m t <_ t <_ t
~ x ~™ " p
Now using the functions P(t,x) of Lemma 4.1 we extend to any
r In
measurable set s in [t ,t J, the technique used to break up functionals
in (50) as follows:
Let l/(t,x,p) be a function of class C 1 and a._ and a. an arc
and define
(109-1) V(a t s) = / l/(t,x,p)dt











Also, for a variation n of the arc a
n : n(t) a(t) 6 t < t < t
define
(109-4) ^(n.s) - / [l/.^+^a10 ]dt
s x p
where: i) all values of x,p,P in (109-1) through (109-3) are along the
arc a
,
ii) the function E.. in (101-3) is the Weierstrass E function
for V
,
and iii) the arguments of (/
.
, f , in (109-4) are from a .
x p
Then as in (52) we see that
(HO) l/(a,s) = l/V.s) + E*(a,s)
.
- 29 -
and, in analagous manner to Lemma 9.1 of [3] we have
Lemma 7 .
2




,s) " MAq.s)] ^ ^(Hq.s)
8. EVALUATION OF SECOND ORDER TERMS
Our ultimate purpose now is to prove the admissibility of the
variation n« defined in (101) and constructed in Theorems 4.3 through
5.1. As a first step in this procedure, we evaluate certain second
order terms.
2
Continuing with our sequence {a. } , then dividing (36) by k ,
evaluating the expression on this sequence, moving most of the terms to
the left side and taking superior limits, we obtain





(t°)_A^3 (t°,x (t°))] +
+ lim sup k~
2 [-B*(a.)] + lim sup k~ 2 X AI (c^) +
r-x» r-x» J J
+ lim sup k y (t )Ai^-(t ,x (t ) > lim sup k E rT,(a )
r -a -1 r — r T-r
In order to establish the admissibility of r\
, we shall have to
deal with the separate terms of (112). The first terra to come under con-
*











J*(a ) = /* [G(t,x,P ) - G(t) + (p* - P* )G (t,x ,P )]dt
t u p
- 30 -
With Hn (t) , a„ Ct) as quantities associated with the variation
1n and p as the terms of (104) and finally with w (n , a ) de-
noting the quadratic form
(113-2) « (n ,a ) = G
±
nj nj + 2G






~~ XX x p p p
i,j-l,...,N
h,k=l K





2V;<ar > - | I' 1 LV.V-V
r~K°
^ / ^ h. . k k , ,G hk (.ao --eo )(-a o
_
-V J ' lL
p p
i,j=l,...,N h,k=l,...,K
Proof: By Taylor's Theorea and the definitions of P
, p




)G , (t,x ,P ) = k [G ,n Kg . p k+(a k -p k )G Jr r r r k r r r i-r kjr -r - r k
P x p p
2 r
~ i 1 *- ik~ hk
G . . n n J + 2G . . n p + G . . p p
i 1 . r - r lk-r-r hk-r-r
- X X~^ x p p p
31
where: i) G . , G , are evaluated on the arc a. and ii) G . .,
i h i 1
x p xx
G,.,G, 1 .G 1t ,G,, are all evaluated at intermediate pointsikhhkhhj r
xp pp pp px
on the line segment
(t,x +_6Ax , P + OAP ) < 9 < 1
Now using (10) together with Lemma 7.1 and the uniform convergence




v£<ar)- 2 /o' IG i dll + 2G i fcStfo + G h k £S C +










k i V )] dt
P P P x








) = \ r\o £ ^ + 2G nj aQk - B h kf^ J
r*°° t u x xr x p p p
+ 2G hk-p o
h4 ] dt •
p p
h k
Now adding and subtracting the terms G , a. a in the above integrand
PP
"
produces (114) and the lemma is proven.
Next, by using the definition of AJ (a ) together with Lemma 8.1, the
transversality relation (8) and the relation for X in (4-1) we get
- 32 -




-AJ_(a )-u (tU)iAt,i CO)






! Ab? - ua (t ) ir
a (t°,x ( t°))
x b'-
1 rt h h s , k k
~lL [^G (.n0'-a ) " G h k (^0 --p )(-a --p )]dt
P P
As a next step we prove
Lemma 8 .
2
(119) lim sup k
-2
r-x»
K-f4 . (t )X „ Air- - u (t )A^-(t ,x (t ))
x
g- r -o
<_ lim sup k
-2
J~>O0 — "*x
K^.(t°)X10 +KV, .(t°)Xi0 Xj °




Proof ; By Taylor's Theorem and the admissibility of our arcs, we have
(120-1) Xi0Ab5 = Ax V) - -i P° Ab? Abl
b





(t°)Ax^(t°) +fjF~L j ixr
i (t°)Ax^(t )
X X
where X , \L- are intermediate values on the line segments
b"b- x x J
- 33 -
b + 6Ab and t ,x
Q (t )
+ 6 Ax (t°) < 6 < 1
Then by using (120) and combining terms, we have that
(121) KViCtV!! 4b| - y CtW.xU )) = -(y„CtV^ACtWV)
x b- - x












x tr-b~ - xx







(where ^AX (b ) means X (b ) - X CO) are equal, so that we may
add to and subtract from (121) the respective quantities
(123) IK??? ^/(tVV) a^d \ K-T-, AXi0 (b r)_AXJ0 (b )
~x x x x-'
(where ^-.
.
here means evaluation at the same point as for that term in
x x
(121)) to get
(124) K^ (t )X Ab; - u (t )Ai|r(t ,x (t ))= - (y (t )-K-)^.(t )_Ax (t )
x b" — — x
— K-ip-.(t )X Ab- lb- - — K-^-, , AX (b )AX^ (b )2 J i ,a.T r r 2 J i j - r - r
x b- b- x xJ
- | (y (t°)-K?) ? .ft^OtaJ <t0 > •
~_ X XT
- 34 -
Now, dividing by k , taking superior limits and using the definitions
of 8- yields (119) proving the lemma.














^'! + \v- +Vw 1^
Proof : By Taylor's Theorem and (27-3) we have
(126) B*(a
r
) = | t\S=lz 1 (t S )X1S J + L + * g
s=0
Ab^ Abl






bV-* Vb T- ' Vb T- indicate intermediate values on the line
segment b
n
+ 9Ab < 6 < 1 . By dividing by k , taking limits and
using the definition of B. in (101) we obtain (125).
Now by using (118) and (112) together with Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 we obtain






+ kVSuV?bV s=0 °bV- "I -W z ix b5bL
0. 10 JO
^x x-1 b-- b'
„r „t 1 f t , / v _ / h hw k k. , .
-*b ,
e
6 " I ' n ^.V^ -0 h k (.vV (-V-°o )]dt
p p
1 , . S „a N ,a / N i, X i, 0. , . .-2




(t )-K-)Jr- ± (t )AXf (t
+ lim sup k 2 A AI (a ) + lim sup k '" y (t
1)A^-(t ,x (t ))
r »Y* Y r r - a -« r
-2
>_ lim sup k ET (£ )
- 35 -
Referring to (24) and (5) for Che definition of J_(<2 ,n_) and Q we
see that (127) gives
(128) - 1vw + 1 {^pk kfch>fc^S>^<«Vc^(t\n;(t%i( ti





Ct >-*8)t?1 <t >A«£<* >
"X
+ lim sup k A AI (a ) + lim sup k y (t )AiWt ,x (t ))
* r
-Y- Y -r' v^aa r -a '-/ r
-2




Using the inequality (128) we now obtain an important relation which will









Proof : The first three terms in (128) are bounded quantities. Also
by the last item in (4-1) we have that
(130) u (t°) <_ K- and y (t°) = K- if j£(t°) < .
Then by (130) together with the admissibility of our arcs which implies
that for r large enough







we have for each a that
-(p (t )-K-H-. (t )Ax X (t ) <_ (^ not summed)
- ~x
-2
Then by summing, multiplying by k and taking the superior limit we get




(t )Axi (t ) ] <_
r-x» ~- ~x
Furthermore by the definition (4-1) of the terms X together with the
admissibility of our arcs we see also that
(133) lim sup k~
2





and by the properties of y (t) as listed in (A) and again the admissi-Q
bility of our arcs, also that




)Ai|;-(t 1 ,x (t1)) <_ .
Thus all terms on the left hand side of (128) are either bounded or
non positive. Putting this statement together with the non-negativity
of E (a ) (which follows for large enough r by (11), then we get that
(135) lim sup k~ E (a ) is finite
thus proving (129) and the lemma.
By using Lemma 8.4 together with the break-up of functionals as in
(109), we are now able to prove the analogue of Lemma 9.4 of [3] which
we just state, since the proof is directly analagous to that used in [3].
- 37 -
Lemma 8.5 If f(t,x,p) is of class C 1 near a and is E






,s)] = l/^r^.s) .
By using (129) together with other observations obtained from (128), we
are now in position to establish most of the requirements for admissi-
bility of the variation rL. .
9. ADMISSIBILITY OF THE VARIATION r,
Lemma 9 .
1
The variation nQ of (101) satisfies the conditions (23-3), (23-5),
(23-6), (23-7)
,

















(t°) =0 if u (t°) + K-
x —
(137-3) J, <V-V = ° if - * ° 1 1Y1P*
(137-4) J'(y )£0 if 3 =0 J^ Yk 1 -I- P '
(137-5) J ' (a
o'I
1 ) = ° p' < p £ p + 2N
where y, are the indices of (22).
M K.
Proof ; According to the statements used in proving Lemma 8.4 concerning
the boundedness or the signs of terms in (128) we see in particular that
- 38 -
(138-1) 11m sup k 2 y (t
1 )A;-(t 1 ,x (t 1 )) Is finite
(138-2) lim sup k~ 2 [-(y (t°)-KSf)^1 (t°)Ax
1
(t )] is finite
1"+°° ~- ~ x
and
(138-3) lim sup k~ 2 X AI (a ) is finitev
r - y~ Y r
Now by an application of Taylor's Theorem together with the convergence
of n to r\ n we see that for each a
—r - —
(139-1) lim k~ y (t )Aij;-(t ,x (t ) = jj (t )i/j-. (t )nQ (t ) (a not summed)
r-x» "- - — x
Thus this limit exists for each a . By summing on a , we have that the
sum of the limits exists and that by (138-1) this sum must vanish, that is
(139-2) = lim k" 1 \x(t1)A^(t 1 t x (t 1 )) = u (t1)*-. (t^njct1 ) .
«. x
However by reasoning as used in obtaining (134), for each a index
the product of the terms on the left side of (139-1) and hence also on the
right side, is non-positive. Putting this statement together with (139-2)
establishes (137-1).
Next, we see by (15) that, L is E dominated near a so that
by using Lemma 8.5 with 1/ = L we see that for each y
(1A0) lim k"
1
X AI (a ) = X [g S~ + /
fc
[L ru
^ r -y-Y -r - y [ y^ - [ jxi -0 =Vy (W
(Y not summed)
where the last equality follows from (20). Thus this limit exists, for each
Y • By summing on y and using (139-3) we see that the sum of the limits
- 39 -
exists and must vanish, that is
(141) = lira k"
1




By similar statements as below (139-2), we see that for each y
(142) _X J'(a ,n ) =0 (y not summed)
Then by using the properties of the terms _X together with (140) and the
admissibility of our arcs we get that (137-3) and (137-4) and (137-5) for
p' < p <_ p hold. The remainder of (137-5) follows from the admissibility
of our arcs and the definition (20).
Finally we note that the limit
lim if1 [-(„ <t°)-K?)*? Ct°)i4(t )] = -<_M
o
<t: >-«?)*Vt >nJct :
r-x» "- ~" x - ~ x
certainly exists and then by steps similar to the above, but using (138-2),
we get that (137-2) and hence the lemma is proven.
In order to establish the admissibility of the variation ru , it re-
mains only to prove that properties (23-1), (23-2) and (23-4) are satisfied.
The property (23-2) follows from Taylor's Theorem together with the admissi-
bility of our arcs so that
(144) ^*1 (t)n (t) £ on S^ a= l,...,m .
""x "
The property (23-4) is proven in the following lemma:
Lemma 9 .
2
The variation ru satisfies condition (23-4)
(1)Proof : By the properties of u (t) and by (144) we see
*See the remarks below (4).
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that for each a
(145) y (Oi^. (t)n_ (t) t : t < t (a not summed)
- x
so that we will prove the desired result if we prove that
t 1





Now, using the functions ty— of (3), the definition of k in (69)
and the admissibility of our arcs we see that
(147) : k / y ijr (t,x )dt = k / y \T(t t x )dt - k / u ^3 (t,x )d
— r in -al r r J _al r r J * -or r
= k / y ip(t,x )dt < k k = k












Now by the properties of y , we also have for each a
-a —
(149) u (t)\Jr(t) =0 t <_ t <. t (a not summed)
so that we may add this to (148) and then get by Taylor's Theorem
t
(150) = lim k
X /* y iAt,x )dt = lim k" 1 (t y [ip~(t,x )-if/-(t)]dt
r-*~
r
t° -3- r r-» r t° ~? " r "
= lim /
fc
y r, n T.
i (t)dt = /* y $
2
. (t)ni(Odt
r-x» t u - x t u - x
where ty-. indicates evaluation on the line segment t, xQ (t)+6Ax (t) 0<9<1
-41-
and where the last equality follows from the uniform convergence of x to
xn and n to r\n • Thus the lemma is proven.
—r -0
The last required property for the admissibility of r\ is established
in the following lemma:
Lemma 9 .
3
With f as the functions of (1-1), then the variation










(t) a.e. on [t^t 1 ] .
x P
Proof : By Taylor's Theorem together with our A_ convention
(152) x (t) - x.(t) = f .(t)Ax/(t) + f . (t)Ap k (t) + R (t) on [t ^
1
]
r u -•- • t k — r r
x p
where
(153) R (t) = /
1 (l-6)[f











r i — i i- r— r i to- r- r h k -r - r -xx x p p p
i,j=l,...,N, h,k=l,...,K
with the arguments of the f partials being at












i j i k. h. k
t • e / [|Ax n J | + |Ax a I + Up a I ldt
—
—r * '— r —r ' '— r_r ' L r rJTr '
where e is a constant which bounds the mixed partials of f in the
integrand of (153) and exists since x converges uniformly to x. and
p converges to p uniformly on s .
- 42 -
By Lemma 5.2 the integrals / _a dt are uniformly (with respect to
s
r ) bounded. Then by using this fact together with: i) the uniform con-
vergence of x to x- , and n to n rt » ii) the uniform convergenc
r U — r - U




(156) lim / -^ dt =
r-*» s r
Thus by (139) and (152) we obtain
(157) lim / n
1








' 1 - r k -r
T+* s r-*50 s x p
Now by Theorem 6.2 and 6.3 together with (157) we have
(158) / ni dt = lim / n
1







]dt = /[f\ n;* + f 1 c£ ] dtJ
-*0 J
-r ^_ J -r k —r ' j -0 v -
s r-*=° s r+°° s x p*- s x p K
so that on sets s upon which p converges uniformly to p , we have
(159) / nj dt = / [f
1
.
r,J + f^ a
k
] dt .
s s x p
Since p converges [a.unif.] to p and (159) holds on each such set where
this convergence is uniform then for any set M





M M x p
and the Theorem is proven.
Thus by Lemmas 9.1 through 9.3 together with (144) we see that the
variation r\ is admissible.
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10. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
We are now in position to prove Theorem 3.1 as follows:
Theorem 10.1 If the following two inequalities are true, then







) >_- J G k h
(a
Q
- p Q )
(a
Q -j) Q ) dt h,k=l,...,K
r~>oo P P
> lim sup k
-2
r-voo
. , 0. Ira. ,a , 0, , i . 0.(u (t )-K-)^- (t Ax (t )
-a _ i — r
1/ / 0v ,3^ ,a , N i . V \, oj
- 2^a (t ^^^"i j (t >][»0 (t )r, (t I




Proof : Referring to inequality (128) and using arguments as used in
the proof of Lemma 8.4, we see that the fifth and sixth terms of (128) are
non positive. Now assuming the truth of the above listed inequalities, we
see that (128) implies that
(161) VW i°
which according to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, implies that the variation
n of (101) is null. According to the formula for p n as listed in (104),
then this quantity is also null so that
(162) J
1 Gkh^-^o-fo) dt = °
t u p p
but then by (128) again, this implies that
(163)
-2
>_ lim sup k E (a )
- 44
which by the non-negativity of this quantity for large r , implies that
(164)
-2
= lim sup k E(<2 )
r T r
Next by reasoning similar to that used in [3] Pg. 47, we get that
*







) lb EL (P r - p Q , pr- p Q )
Then by (11) , we get that for large r ,
-2,
k Em (a ) > bk
r T r - r
-2 |- J. i- _L
/o EL (Pr ,P r)dt









L (VP0' P r"P )dt + max( /o V^'V^^O I K*" (t ' Xr ' P r } I dt)
L t
!o
L(p -p n ) "








•t • -a t i- -a,
+ max(/

























p converges uniformly to zero, B
n
=




taking superior limits of (166), we obtain:
45-
-2 * -2 r
(167) lim sup k ' Efo. ) > lim sup bb k K(a ,a.)
r T -r — r - r -0
, ft' • -a, . , rt i * -a, . i . .







+ max |n (t) | = bb >
~ r
. 1, - r J
[t-.f]
which is a contradiction, thus proving the theorem and hence also Theorem 3.1
We now prove the second of the inequalities listed in Theorem 10.1.
Lemma 10.1 The following inequality is true
(168) > lim sup k"
2




Proof : According to the last property in (4-1), we see that we need only
consider those indices a such that
(169) jAt°) = .
Then by Taylor's theorem together with the admissibility of our arcs, we
have that for each such a
(170) > Ai|;-(t ,X
i
.(t ))=A(t )Axi (t ) + ffi .Ax





r 2-xV" r ' r
where ^—; . indicates evaluation at an intermediate point on the line segment
"x x
[x«(t°) + G Ax (t°)] < B < 1 . Now by multiplying by -k" (y_(t°)-K- ) ,
u — - r — r — ft
- 46 -
taking superior limits, using the convergence of n (t ) to nn (t ) and
the last property in (4-1), we get (168) for each such index a and hence
for the sum of those indices, proving the lemma.
It remains only to prove the first inequality listed in the hypothesis
of Theorem 10.1. By using arguments directly analagous to those used in
8
Lemma 11.3 of [3], but with u replacing X— , one proves the required
inequality with lim inf replacing lim sup . Since lim sup '_ lim inf
,
the required inequality is certainly true. We state this result
Lemma 10.2 The following inequality is true
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